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Ginger root appleton

Monday: Tuesday: Wednesday: Thursday: Friday: Saturday: Sunday: Additional information: We are open most days of the year except: Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and Independence Day Filled with vibrant colors and decorations, GingeRootz invites you to discover the origins of Asian cuisine
through traditional recipes , families are united with today's trends. Known for our expertise in Chinese cuisine, we have revised and expanded the menu to showcase additional Asian-inspired recipes. Enjoy global flavors from China, Thailand, Japan, Korea and other Pacific Rim countries amidst modern
surroundings and friendly staff. About us Using our website, you agree to the use of cookies as described in our cookie policy of pork, cabbage, carrots, green onions, mushrooms and eggs. serve with plum sauce and 4 wraps. Try it with chicken or beef for a tasty alternative, or with shrimp +3 for $12.49
We've got a more family member who wants to eat in and recommend Asia. Our usual taste of Thailand was closed, so I searched for an alternative and heard good things about GingeRootz from friends and family. We ordered Satay chicken skewers,... Korean tofu hot pot, Thai-style curry, and Kung
Pao trio. The order comes quickly, which is the only thing to note. Satay's okay, just because we all love satay sauce. However, at the base of the sata appetization is a ton of iceberg lettuce without clothes that are brown and clearly old. No need to say, we did not eat it. Thai curry is the best entrée to
date. However, that is not Thailand. It's generic, Chinese style curry you'll get for MUCH cheaper from a more traditional American-style Chinese restaurant. All were ordered hot and spicy and none of them were. Kung Pao chicken and hot pot were so frantically bland that we constantly looked to salt or
soy sauce. We talked about cutting our own ginger and adding some other aromatic spices like garlic, but since we ordered the take away, we didn't want additional efforts to try and save a disgusting dish. The vegetables were all part of those frozen oriental packages and when you're paying $14-$15 per
entrée, we were hoping for something fresh. The meats scream boiled, not grilled (why would you boil the meat)? I can understand the hot pot if the chicken absorbs the flavor, but the broth of the hot pot is garbage without flavor. We didn't have a good time. It's just water with some chilli flakes sprinkled
in, which means I've basically eaten unsu seasonal frozen vegetables, boiled chicken, and burnt prawns freezer with the most tasteless soft tofu you can imagine. Yuck. Save your money you want to americanized Chinese/Asian culinary styles and go to a small mom &amp; pop shop in a strip mall.
Otherwise, head to a specialty restaurant that focuses only on one type of Asian cuisine such as Eggrolls Inc. or Taste of Thai. What. better than humanizing depression in the form of food. Avoid this place at all costs. Extra cost. More
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